Abstract-Motivated by MIMO broad-band fading channel model, in this section a comparative study is presented regarding various uncoded adaptive and non-adaptive MIMO detection algorithms with respect to BER/PER performance, and hardware complexity. All the simulations are conducted within MIMO-OFDM framework and with a packet structure similar to that of IEEE 802.11a/g standard. As the comparison results show, the RLS algorithm appears to be an affordable solution for wideband MIMO system targeting at Giga-bit wireless transmission. So MIMO can overcome huge processing power required for MIMO detection by using optimizing channel coding and MIMO detection.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, multiple input -multiple output (MIMO) based wireless communications has received widespread attention in the communication community. To date, a majority of the work in this area has been of a theoretical nature [1] , [2] , [3] and little attention has been paid to the implementation requirements of MIMO systems. Recently the UCLA Wireless Integrated Research (WISR) group embarked on a project to develop a wideband (25MHz) real-time MIMO-OFDM test bed at 5.2GHz RF. The ultimate objective is to develop both system solution and novel VLSI architecture to enable real-time Gigabps indoor wireless communications. One of the challenges in building a wideband MIMO system is the tremendous processing power required at the receiver side. While coded MIMO schemes offer better performance than separate channel coding and modulation scheme by fully exploring the trade-off between multiplexing and diversity [4] , its hardware complexity can be practically formidable, especially for wideband system with more than 4 antennas on both transmitter and receiver sides. On the other hand, it's much easier to find a VLSI solution using traditional channel coding schemes such as convolution code and Turbo code for data rate of hundreds of Mbps. For this reason, we start off by considering the uncoded MIMO schemes, also called spatial multiplexing as shown in Fig.  1 , and carry out a side-by-side comparative study to evaluate a number of uncoded MIMO detection algorithms from both performance and implementation point of view. 
MIMO DETECTION FOR FLAT-FADING CHANNEL

A ) MIMO Channel Model
MIMO systems are an extension of smart antennas systems. Traditional smart antenna systems employ multiple antennas at the receiver, whereas in a general MIMO system multiple antennas are employed both at the transmitter and the receiver. The addition of multiple antennas at the transmitter combined with advanced signal processing algorithms at the transmitter and the receiver yields significant advantage over traditional smart antenna systems -both in terms of capacity and diversity advantage. A MIMO channel is a wireless link between M transmits and N receive antennas. It consists of MN elements that represent the MIMO channel coefficients. The multiple transmit and receive antennas could belong to a single user modem or it could be distributed among different users. The later configuration is called distributed MIMO and cooperative communications. Statistical MIMO channel models offer flexibility in selecting the channel parameters, temporal and spatial correlations. MIMO channel simulation tools are implemented based on these models. Several statistical MIMO channel models were proposed in [5] and [6] .Both models introduced spatial correlation by multiplying a matrix of uncorrelated random variables by a square root of a covariance matrix and both are based on similar assumptions. However, they differ in their approach. In [7] , the authors validate the statistical model of [5] based on measurements in microcells and microcells. They showed that the eigen value distribution of the model matches the measurements. Fig.2 
Performance Analysis of different MIMO detectors
A straightforward approach to recover x from y is to use an M X N weight matrix W to linearly combine the elements of y to estimate x, i.e. .
Maximum Likelihood (ML):
The ML receiver performs optimum vector decoding and is optimal in the sense of minimizing the error probability. ML receiver is a method that compares the received signals with all possible transmitted signal vector which is modified by channel matrix H and estimates transmit symbol vector x according to the Maximum Likelihood principle , which is shown as:
Where the minimization is performed over all possible transmit estimated vector symbols . Although ML detection offers optimal error performance, it suffers from complexity issues. It has exponential complexity in the sense that the receiver has to consider |A| M possible symbols for an M transmitter antenna system with A is the modulation constellation. 
V-BLAST Zero Forcing (ZF) characteristic:
We can reduce the decoding complexity of the ML receiver significantly by employing linear receiver frontends to separate the transmitted data streams, and then independently decode each of the streams. Simple linear receiver with low computational complexity and suffers from noise enhancement. It works best with high SNR. The solution of the ZF is given by:
Where, represents the pseudo-inverse. The ZF receiver converts the joint decoding problem into M single stream decoding problems thereby significantly reducing receiver complexity. This complexity reduction comes, however, at the expense of noise enhancement which in general results in a significant performance degradation (compared to the ML decoder). The diversity order achieved by each of the individual data streams equals N -M + 1.
V-BLAST with Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE):
The MMSE receiver suppresses both the interference and noise components, whereas the ZF receiver removes only the interference components. This implies that the mean square error between the transmitted symbols and the estimate of the receiver is minimized. Hence, MMSE is superior to ZF in the presence of noise. Some of the important characteristics of MMSE detector are simple linear receiver, superior performance to ZF and at Low SNR, MMSE becomes matched filter. Also at high SNR, MMSE becomes Zero-Forcing. MMSE receiver gives a solution of:
At low SNR, MMSE becomes ZF:
At high SNR, MMSE becomes ZF:
i.e., the MMSE receiver approaches the ZF receiver and therefore realizes (N-M + 1) th order diversity for each data stream.
.V-BLAST with Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC):
MRC combines the information from all the received branches in order to maximize the ratio of signal to noise power, which gives it its name. MRC works by weighting each branch with a complex factor and then adding up the branches, MRC is intuitively appealing: the total SNR is achieved by simply adding up the branch SNRs when the appropriate weighting coefficients are used. BER for MRC in Rayleigh fading channel (1x2) with BPSK modulation,
STBC (space-time block codes):
STBC is a class of linear coding for MIMO systems that aims to maximize the system diversity gain rather than the data rate. A very popular STBC for a two transmit antennas setup was developed by Alamouti, which is illustrated in Fig.3 . It is designed for 2x2 MIMO systems and its simplicity and high frequency have led to its wide adoption in MIMO systems. In this scheme orthogonal signals are transmitted from each antenna, which greatly simplifies receiver design.
This particular scheme is restricted to using M = 2 antennas at the transmitter but can any number of receive antennas N .Two QAM symbols S1 and S2 for transmission by the Alamouti scheme are encoded in both the space and time domain at the two transmitter antennas over the consecutive symbol periods as shown in equation ( 20) . The information bits are first modulated using a modulation scheme (for example QPSK). The encoder then takes a block of two modulated symbols s1 and s2 in each encoding operation and gives to the transmit antennas according to the code matrix,
The code matrix has the following property
Where is the 2x2 identity matrix. In the above matrix the first column represents the first transmission periods and the second column, the second transmission period. The first row corresponds to the symbols transmitted from the first antenna and second row corresponds to the symbols transmitted from the second antenna. It means that during the symbol period, the first antenna transmits s1 and second antenna s2. During the second symbol period, the first antenna transmits -s2 * and the second antenna transmits s1 * being the complex conjugate of s1. This implies that we are transmitting both in space (across two antennas) and time (two transmission intervals). This is space time coding. Hence, S1= [s1 -s2 * ] and S2= [s2 s1 * ] Moreover a close look reveals that sequences are orthogonal over a frame interval, since the inner product of the sequences S1 and S2 is zero, i.e.
S1
.S2 = s1s2 * -s2 * s1 =0 ……….. (10) In a fast fading channel, the BER is of primary interest since the channel varies every symbol time; while in a slow fading situation, the FER (Frequency error rate) is more important because channel stays the same for a frame.
Linear Adaptive MIMO Detection
Instead of assuming known channel matrix H, which usually requires channel probing before each transmission and then calculating W in a bursty manner, adaptive algorithms estimate W directly through iteration via the use of a known training sequence at the beginning of each transmission.
A) Least Mean-Square (LMS): LMS is an estimate of the steepest descent algorithm [5] and updates W according to
Where is the update step size .For LMS to to converge in the mean-squared sense,i.e, needs to satisfy . Where is the largest eigen value of . Therefore, the convergence of LMS depends on both channel condition and signal to noise ratio at the input of the receiver. The final residual error also depends on the value of μ.
B) Recursive Least-Squares (RLS): RLS is the recursive solution to the exponentially weighted least-squares (LS)
problem [5] . The recursive optimal solution at time instant i is is the exponential forgetting factor, and is the inverse of the weighted correlation matrix of yi with initial condition The scalar is usually a large positive number and λ is very close to 1. Compared to the stochastic estimation problems given previously which require the signal statistics such as correlation matrix, LS problem is deterministic [8] , [9] . Therefore, RLS can be used to find the LS solution to a non-stationary process, or simply said, RLS can track nonstationary process in the LS sense. When xi, H, and vi are all stationary, it is the weighted time-average estimate to MMSE as i → ∞ if Rxy and Ry are replaced by and respectively. Fig.3 , Performance curves for different linear detectors (ML, STBC, ZF, MMSE, and MRC) in 2×2 MIMO -V-BLAST system in a slow fading channel. Fig. 3 shows all the simulation results. At a certain Bit Error Rate point, BER=0.001, there is approximately 2.3dB SNR difference between the V-BLAST SIC system with ZF detectors and the V-BLAST SIC ordering system. The difference is smaller than what we expected. The performance curves of these two systems are close to each other, especially when the SNR is low, but the gap gets larger when the SNR gets higher. When the SNR is low, which means the noise is large, the post detection SNR is mainly affected by the noise, thus we will not see a big difference between the SIC system with or without ordering. When the SNR gets higher, the post detection SNR is mainly affected by the channel matrix H. The post detection SNR of a stream will be of great difference when the stream is suffering from a deep fading, it is sensitive to the channel characteristic. If there are more antennas in the transmitter, which means there are more stages, or the channel condition is more complicated, we will observe more improvement from using the ordering strategy. If we use a MRC detector instead of a ZF detector at the first stage of the V-BLAST SIC ordering system, we will have a gain of 12.3dB; this gain comes from the joint ML detector. When the BER is equal to 0.001, we need SNR=3dB in the general V-BLAST system with the ML detector, and we need SNR=4.6dB in the SIC ordering system with the ML detector at the first stage. That is a difference of only 1.6dB, thus we can use the SIC ordering system with first stage ML instead of the general V-BLAST scheme since these two schemes perform similarly, and we do not need to code across the transmitting antennas.
C) PER Performance
The PER performance curves are shown in Fig. 4 . ZF and MMSE yield very close PER performance, and similarly, ZFVBLAST and MMSE-VBLAST (except for M = N > 1). For this reason, the curves in Fig. 4 only illustrate MMSE and MMSE-VBLAST. The performance of VBLAST is consistently better than ZF/MMSE since for PER to reach below 100%, the SNR is already sufficiently high for infrequent error propagation. At α = 1, the PER for MMSE increases with the number of antennas as compared to the roughly overlapped curves previously observed in the BER plot. For τrms = 50ns, the channel selectivity leads to a degradation in PER compared to flat-fading channel. This is because for each packet, it's more likely to see bit errors caused by a deep null in the channel frequency response (corresponding to lower SNR), than in channels with smaller τrms. This is readily mitigated via interleaved channel coding techniques. On the other hand, the BER stays the same for different τrms as long as the cyclic prefix is sufficiently long compared to τrms. In our simulations, we have used a cyclic prefix length of 16 × 40ns= 640ns, long enough for τrms = 50ns.
D) Convergence of LMS/RLS
LMS and RLS are resursive alternatives to the matrix inversion-based solutions. Under the simulation environments, the BER/PER performance of RLS will ultimately converge to the MMSE results shown before with sufficient training while that of LMS should get very close when μ is very small. What's key here is the convergence speed, as shown in Fig. 5 in the form of ensemble average BER learning curves. As expected, at the same SNR, LMS converges much slower than RLS except for 1 × 1 case where the learning curves actually overlap with each other. The required training length depends on various factors including number of antennas, SNR, and updating factor μ or λ. For RLS, the training length is roughly on the order of M · N. For LMS, it's about 10 times longer. At higher SNR, it takes RLS longer to converge because the learning curve at higher SNR has a deeper BER floor to reach while the initial (also fastest) learning slope for different SNR is similar. Larger μ or smaller λ can increase the speed of convergence for LMS and RLS, respectively. But on the other hand, they tend to adversely affect the final convergence performance at the same time. The convergence of LMS also depends on the channel condition number (eigenvalue spread). RLS guarantees the convergence at the price of higher hardware complexity and less robustness to quantization effects [8] , [9] . Similar to the BER performance, the effect of channel delay spread on the convergence of LMS/RLS is negligible when the cyclic prefix is long enough. 
